2nd Quarter 2015 | C. Brett D’Arcy
In like a bull and out like a bear. That was the story for stocks in the second quarter of 2015. For the first 46 days of the quarter
the Standard and Poor’s 500 Stock Index (S&P 500) gained 2.90% only to drop 2.56% the final 45 days of the quarter
(Bloomberg, LP). In the end, most indexes managed to achieve small gains with the exception of the Down Jones Industrial
Average (Dow) which finished the second quarter down .29%. In the absence of gains, investors were once again the beneficiaries of overall low volatility. For the 11th month in a row the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above the 17,000 level.
The best major asset class performance was delivered by the NASDAQ Composite Index. The 2,616 stocks within the
NASDAQ gained 2.06% for the quarter and are now up 5.99% for the year. International stocks continued their 2015 rebound
with a quarterly increase of .80% in the MSCI EAFE Index. For the first six months of 2015 this index is up a solid 5.94%.
Small cap stocks (Russell 2000) gained .42% and large cap stocks (Russell 1000) added .11%.
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In other financial markets oil gushed higher, gold was slightly tarnished, and interest rates snapped higher. It appears seasonal
demand was the catalyst for an increase of 13.55% in the value of West Texas Intermediate crude from March 31, 2015 to June
30, 2015. However, an overall abundance of supply remains in the oil markets and downward pressure on barrel prices should
return. Gold dropped $10 per troy ounce to end the second quarter at $1,173. Gold has now fallen 11.22% over the last twelve
months as its negative “real” yield is less desirable in a rising rate environment. The 10-year U.S. Treasury bond started the
quarter yielding 1.92% and ended the quarter at 2.35%. This rise in yields was the result of growing expectations that the
Federal Reserve will start raising the Federal Funds Rate by the final quarter of 2015.
During most of the second quarter financial markets demonstrated only moderate volatility. However, in June the Greek financial crisis re-emerged to shake investor’s confidence. The uncertainty surrounding Greece’s ability to remain in the European
Union caused stock markets to drop across the world. On June 29th the Dow lost 350 points in a single day. Although the
market reaction overstated the importance of Greece in the global economy, it served as a reminder that risk remains in equity
investing. The Greek financial plan and recovery will be a multi-year process. D’Arcy Capital expects Greek issues to resurface periodically but any stock market declines that develop should be viewed as buying opportunities.
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LOOKING AHEAD
Equity markets continue to be range-bound with the Dow floating between 17,000 and 18,000 and the S&P 500 holding
between 2,025 and 2,125 since the beginning of 2015. As covered in previous Market Intelligent reports, D’Arcy Capital views
this basing as a long-term benefit to stock investors. With stock market price-to-earnings ratios (S&P P/E = 18.01) slightly
higher than long-term averages (S&P 500 60 Year P/E Average = 16.35 – Bloomberg, LP) there remains a popular concern that
the only way to return to an average P/E is to see the price of stocks fall while earnings remain constant. This would be a direct
result of a stock market correction. However, lost in this analysis is that P/E ratios can return to normal with the “E” (corporate
earnings) increasing and the price of stocks remaining constant. In fact, this is exactly what has occurred during the first six
months of 2015. The “price” of stocks in the S&P 500 has gone from 2,058 on December 31, 2014 to 2,063 on June 30, 2015
(+.24%) but the P/E of the S&P 500 has dropped from 18.25 times to 18.01 times (-1.3%). This is because corporate earnings
of the S&P 500 constituent companies are growing faster than their relative stock prices.
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Stock investors typically dislike uncertainty but can incorporate just about any certainty (good or bad). Currently, the actual
timing of the Federal Reserve raising short-term interest rates presents enough uncertainty that stocks will probably remain
range-bound for the third quarter with moderate volatility. However, once the Federal Reserve announces the first interest rate
hike, the stock market should be able to move higher. D’Arcy Capital’s research is indicating a higher stock market, lower bond
prices, and a stable real estate market for the remainder of 2015. D’Arcy Capital is avoiding utilities, consumer staples, energy,
and healthcare companies and is favoring financial companies, consumer discretionary, foreign companies, and technology
firms.
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MANAGED PORTFOLIOS

Mutual Fund Strategies
The D’Arcy Capital mutual fund and ETF strategies produced returns that ranged from -.59% to .10% for the second quarter
(compared to a similarly weighted benchmark return that ranged from -.23% to 1.45%). For the first six months of 2015 the
strategies produced returns that ranged from 1.22% to 2.65% (compared to a similarly weighted benchmark return that ranged
from 1.22% to 1.45%). The portfolios were helped during the second quarter by the Emerald Small Cap Growth fund (+5.95%)
and the Wasatch Micro Cap Fund (+5.80%). The strategies were negatively affected by the Glenmede Large Cap Growth Fund
that lost 1.02% for the period.
Separately Managed Accounts
The separately managed account strategies were down .64% during the second quarter. A similarly weighted benchmark
returned .33% during the same period. The portfolios were helped by the 1.24% return of the McKinley Small Cap Growth
strategy and hurt by the SMCHA High Income return of -5.33%.
Large-Cap Value Stock Strategy
The D’Arcy Capital Large Cap Value strategy was up 2.05% for the second quarter versus the Russell Large Cap Value Index
that was down .72%. The strategy was helped by the 12.27% return of Veolia Environnement and was hurt by Vishay
Intertechnology’s 15.07% decline.
Bond Strategies
The municipal bond strategy managed by D’Arcy Capital was down .78% in the second quarter. The strategy’s benchmark
(Barclay’s Municipal Index) declined .89% over the same period.
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